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SesSion Student Government
by surprise.
.
__ ·Strategically .we were
caught," says D.S.S~G. Presi-
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the meeting. HO'Wever, Brown
insists·~ efforts were made
to inform the D.S.S.G. prior· to
the 'meeting but that the fac-

.e8Ught 'off guard..
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Peragine, an upper senior,
found outabout the increase at
registration. "I was really
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Pressley, the tuition JuKe will
raise $25 million for the uni.versity, but a gap of $34 mil
Con.tinued on Page 5
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S.CPB Spends .Budget On Concert
Aylman Questions Use OfFunds

By Toni Colavito and
Rafael Martinez

the $17,000 in the spring budget win go to the concert with
the remaining $1,000 to be used
to cover an ~-endedclause
in the co~ct concerning
overtime ~d any special
tec~~ _ffec:ts. .
.
_~ Tt-'.Day Session Student
~vemmentwas asked by the
SCPB to contribute funds for
the event.. TheDSSG, however,
refused to be a sponsor.
Wilson Shum, president of- -the DSSG, stateS, -rhe COWlCil
members gave Sean Srignious

The Student Center Program
Board plans to spend over 60
percent ofits budget on a concert at the Palladium.
. The concert will feature
'prominent artists such as
Adiva and will be held during
spring break week. The SCPB
will charge $15 a person for
admission, but Baruch students will receive a discount,
according to Sean Seignious,
president of SCPB.
Carl Aylman, director of a deadJine,andbytbe.de8dline
Student ktivities, states, "I what he had available was not
don't believe it to be appropri- interesting to the majority of
ate use of student money be- the council."
Counol wanted the singing
cause the SCPBisgiven money
to have events all throUgh the group En Vogue to appear but
year and not a gala spectacu- 'they were not aceessible due to
lar." But he says he will not cost. Shum continues, ·council
. discuss every event with them was worried about spending so
""BDd wiD not get involvedin the much money and jeopardizing
"wisdom and worth" ofall their future events suc:has the senior
decisions.
bash. Fear of failure was high
. Aylman expl~D8 that the ana' a failure would affect
SCPB'8~ntirespling budget is council adversely.". .
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ISO Increases
Student Services.
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Sex

'~ulticulttiraI
~ngmsti-workshopsinchildhe8.ring,
- --- -- By Jean Seto
---national studentswhichallows~
cally Diverse Education, education, and parent-child
The lnternational Student funds be drawn from their forThrough Technology." This communication. For further
Office recently implemented eign, country's bank, help inOn Feb. 12 and 13, the Lin- talk will also be held in the information and registration,
additional visa, academic, and temational students get their coln Square Synagogue, 200 Faculty Lounge.
phone, (718) 526-5990. '
cultural services for foreign social security card and vari- Amsterdam Ave.~ will be .
The third lecture and video
students.
ous duties.
sponsoringbloodtestingtofind will be Wi11i~m Moore on
The 'ISO will be receiving
Goldberg feels there is a lot a potential bone marrow donor "Cross-Cultural Implicationsof
help from-other offices, such as- -of-economic hardship" forin- .. for -Ii 16-year-old Yeshiv& stu- DanceThrough the Americas."
Helpline, the registrar, and the' ternational students.There are dent, named Meir. The testing It will be held from 1- 3 p.m. in
financial aid office.' Stanley financial problems because of will be conducted between 5 the-Administrative Center
The Metropolitan Synagogue
Harte, a new addition, will be bureaucratic red tape, the pm
hts, Lounge, 135 E. 22nd St., third
. . and 9 p.m. both ni
mg.
, ofNew York is offeringa series
assisting Stephen Goldberg; ," permission tofindemployinent For more infonn~gon,contaet floor.
on the crisis in the, Near 'East.
director of the ISO. In the past off-eampus to theirtuitionrate, , ,Friends of Meir at (718)'436,TheseriesbegiJurFeb.8 at 8:00
the:18O hedbeen operated by which is tlnee times'tltat of' 2707~
p.m. The SPeaker during the
Goldberg with the help of col- New York residents. 'These
Sabbath Services that evening
lege work-study students.
~ problems make it tougher for
There will be an orientation will be Uriel Palti the Israel
The coordination and sharing international students whom
for new international students Consul for Information. He
of resources will be improved are sponsored to complete their, EXhibit~
on Thursday, Feb. 7 in the will speak on "Israel Update."
between the ISOand the Study study in America under a eerThe following Friday
. Globus Lounge, Room 1704,
Abroad Office (both part ofthe tain time limit.
International Student Center).
Samuel Johnson, vice
Celebrated African-Ameri- 360 Park Ave. South during evening, Feb. 15 at 8:00 p.m.,
Congressman Bill Green willThere are also plans for a president' for
student can artist Romare Bearden's club hours, 12:30-2:30 p.m.
speak on "The Persian Gulf
monthlyInternational Student developement says he wants drawings, watercolors, colSIS. "
Crisi
Newsletter and the Interna-"to see the ISO more program- lages, and prints' will be on
The series will continue as
tional Student Club will be or- oriented than administrative." exhibit at the Baruch College
SOpS
long as the war continues.
gamzed with a focUs on activi"It js a bad time for expan- Gallery, 135 E. 22nd St., from
The Placement Office of the Future speakers will include a
ties. The International Stu- siori of services due to budget Febru.ary 8 to March 6. Titled, ,
dent Council, which sponsors cuts, but I will be thrilled if Romare Bearden: Work With School of Liberal Arts and representative of New Israel
trips, will be trying to create some of these things we have Paper, the exhibit is curated Sciences will offer the following , Fund who will speak about the
human situation.
long-term plans; have some now will be kept because the by Julia Hotton and held in workshops:
Anyone interested is welcome
decorum placedj such as flags body ofinternational students conjunction with the publica- Resume Writing, Thursday,
to
attend. The Metropolitan
to spruce up the International is a growing number due to the , tion of Romare Bearden, His Feb. 21.
Student Center; and to pur- college's character ,"Johnson Life and Art, by Myron _ InterviewingSkillsWorkshop, Synagogue is located at 40 E.
35th St. between Park and
'chaseasmallprintertoprocess adds.
Schwartzman, a professor at Thursday, March 21.
I-20's(acertificatecomfinning
International students rep- Baruch.
The workshops will begin at Madison. For further infora student's visa).
resent ten percent of the stuSponsored by The Baruch 1:00 p.m, in room 1504, 17 mation, call (212) 679-8580.
College Fund, the exhibit in: Lexington Ave.
, Goldberg manages multiple dent body at Baruch,
_The CUNY_1991~92_under- eludes a catalog featuring esIn addition to the workshops,
duties in ~ department that
has 'been low-funded in the graduateforeignsudentschol- say-s 'by' Schwartzman arid the PASS office wiD also hold
past. He says he acts as an, arship applications will be Hotton, whowill conducta tour thefollowing panel discussions: ,
immigration processor, an- available in the ISO (room 536/ and lectureofthe exhibition on Careers in Teaching, Thursswers to lawyers' paperwork, 24th Street) beginning Thurs- Feb. '14 in the gallery at 10 day, March 7.
The New York Public Library
~
t-~
da
F
b
14
a.m.
The
lecture
is
sponsored
Careers
in
the
Social
Services,
often . h 'o'ds
free events for'A.
fil es currency 1e tters ror mtery, e. .
Th
:da A" ·118 .
'..
'I.
by the Jane Globus Fund.
urs y, pn. . ' .
.
adults and young adults at its
'nte Baruch ~llege Gallery
"::h"pane1 di~ons will numeroUs brancbes. Over the

e
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Series on Near
Eastern Crisis-
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.ISO Orientation

Romare Bearden
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ContinUei!ftOm ~
lion ~~ ~sts~ ~-time finanClal81d.may be m~~
but TAP WIll be cut $100 :if' a
0

no,

~tudent is above the lowest

Income levels.
ShumteeiStllat the rtew-r~v~
enue will bring about little
change. Sincethe students wi~
get "less, for more money.
Shum also said students can
expect less services, class sessions, and faculty than before
as well as the possibility of, a
12-credit maximum course
1 id
oa .
o.
"I've tried to hsten to what
students had to say and I've

askedstudentstodevelop~ther
"
productivity levels, . says
Brown. One example IS the
creation offlextime pay for the
library staffinorder toint"1"A,.ase
...~~
library hours.
Brown also made reference
to a new tuition assistance
program which would reward
exceptional students for outstanding work. "VIe are trying
to create a program where aeademically proficient students
would be eligible for aid not
based solely on need," says
Brown.
Niki Piatos, an upper senior,
feels that the increase will be
tough on most students.
"Money is important to us as
students," she says. "We don't
take lightly to paying more for
nothing."
"I've not seen any significant
improvements resulting from
the increase," says lower
sophomore, LawrenceChu. "At
registration I couldn't even get
an' open-course list. There
weren't enough."
l

For appointments, see Dorothy at the
Student Center Lobby Desk, 137 E. 22nd St.
or call 387-1174.
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~ 'Sh~,reel~-that"'the:tuition--'--Si~ish:-Arecilptit)iiforthe"--"'-~-~Tbe'
.wotkiIiopr"anll~p§ftet---'--;rid-5thMl'Av::)~1i"h:l~d;~'Increase wlll not~nefit, showwillbeoperi to the public disc:uSSlODS are open ~'all following: ."
Baruch~llegeandsees.Itasa on 'Ibursday, Feb. 7, from 5 stu~nts. F()r fUrther inlor- Feb. 11, 6:30-8:00 p.m.: Book
sign of things to come. 'The p.m. to 7 p.m.
mationcontactthePASSofticeDisc:ussion_ The New Tata$100 increase i.s ~ore a preeeat (212) 387-1~70.
ment: New Revised ,Sttmdt:Jrd
dent then aneid, saysShum.
t
Version which w'iIlfocUs on
""Last year the board of trustthe letters ofPauI. This series
ees stated that they 1"0uld not
will' continue through June.
~se tuition," he say.s. Shum
'
Preregistration is required, as
thinks that further Increases
admission is on a space availare on thewaysincethe~d The Department of Sociology
The Parent Education Pro- ablebasis, Call(212)340-0934.
has stunned all th~ who and Anthropology is announc- gram of Planned Parenthood Feb. 19, 6:00 p.m.: "Finding
doubted t_he_y would raise tu- ingaseriesofguestlecturesin ' of New York City is holding a - the Words to "'-'1
Us: How
~e1
ak
t
fi
Th
b
ition and predicts that the Fe ruary.
e : rs spe er
Wn°ters Develop Thel·r Craft."
·11 be won·
La' Kat
workshop entitled "Herpes,
budget will, be "three of four WI
1 lam' ren
z,
This Installment of a series is
..
'" xt
who will speak on -rhe Black AIDS, and other STD's~, on
times w~rse, ne year..
West: Black Cowboys and. In- Thursday, Feb. 21 from 1:00 to entitled, "Poetry and the Urban
"I don t have a problem ~th dians." His lecture and slide: 3:00 p.m. The workshop will Experience," a discussion with
the increase,· says Peragine.
b
cover the treatment, manage- Baron James Ashantl.
«We are zeeeiving an excep- 'presentation will be held Fe .
Information on other events
5. in the Faculty- Lounge, 155 ' ment, and avoidanceof'today'e
tionalyetaffor~leeduca~.on.
'mostcommonanddevastating are available by contacting the
As long as eervrces are rm- E. 24th St., fifth floor from 1- - sexuallytransmitted diseases. NYPLpublicrelationsofficeat
proved and there are enough 3 p.m.
nle ParentEducation Prugram (212) 221-7676.
In..-.....
-.--,seeitasbeingfair."
On
Feb.
19,
from
1
3
p.m.,
.,W \M,;IIUA.~
""is located at. 161-10 Jamaica
Cuts in the budget will be Hanif I. Shabbaz will otter a
rough on Baruch as the college
has proportionately received
less money than any other
CUNY senior college. According to a D.S.S.G. flyer regarding the increase, Baruch gets
less money per student, has
the poorest stafflstudentratio,
for every one staff member
there are 194 students, and
gets the least for 'student services out of all the senior colleges.
-We get less than the other
senior colleges," says Shum.
"Other CUNY schools develop
their new programs at our expense," He also says thatother
CUNY colleges are in the process of instituting business .
,programs in hope ofr~ti?~
.studente whowould ordinanly
be drawn to Baruch.

G
S ak
ues
pe, ers cSTD Information
At Baruch
Workshop

Letters/Op-Eds : 7

Perspectives : 9'

Sports: 19

Economy & Business: 17
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Theater Sets Stage
For Roman Holiday
By Boberi ~
The cast and crew
the
Speech DeP,artment?s production of-nte Fantasticks- may
have the opPOrtunity to take
anall-expense Paid trip to Italy.
Eleanor Ferrar, a speech
professor who will be directing
this spring's production, was
responsible for making the
arrangements for the trip.
~o years ago I· was on
sabbatical. in. Italy," she explains. "CJ was checking the
Italian acting scbpo)s.to see
how they studied. I spoke to
some ofthe students and they
, . were all interested.
how
American films were made, so
they built up enough support
and the Italian government
asked me to bring students to
Italy to perform and give a
seminar,"
The trip is to be completely

m

---

in

.'

paid for by the Italian government, includilig plane fare,
room, and board. 'll1e trip is
scheduled for early June, if
there is to be a seminar, or

.mid-Augustifitissimp1~g
to be for tourism.

nighta,but
we
wili
probably
run Saturday mati-

'.

nees'.

·Thesehool
has hired
BetsyMuwell, a private music
.director
and Merial "
CostaGreenspon
a professional
singer for
City Opera, .
to be a special vocal·
coach. Ted

-nus trip is not definite,·
emphasized Ferrar, Cas you
may know the Italian government is very iffy.· Another
concern is"that because of the
war in the Persian Gulf, some
students and parents may be
apprehensive towards.a plane
trip to Europe, especially
Rome.,
Bcheffler..
The play is set to open at a Baruch
Baruehiecmetime around student Rome welcomes Baruch students this Bummer
March 18 and run until about and pro.
.
the 28. "Because ofthe Baruch fesSional dancer will be· the even danced on the Academy
budget cuts," added Professor choreographer for the School Awards some years ago.
Ferrar, Ctnere will be no Satur- play. Schemer danced profesAudi tion's for "The
day niglit performances, since sionally on Off-Braodway and Fant&sticks" will be held on
the College is closed on Saturday .showsslatedforBroadway,and Feburary ()and 7 in the Studio

Theater (Rm, -911, 23rd St.
Bldg.). For more information
call a87-1340 or go directly to
the Speech 'Dept, room 1403,.
'23rd St..

,

FINANCIAL AID CHECK DISTRIBUTION CALENDAR
SPRING 1991 SEMESTER
(REVISED)

February 25 February 28
March 4 March 7
Marchtt March 14···
....

TYPE OF CHECK(S) TO
BE DISTRIBUTED

.

DISTRIBUflON
DATES
.
9LAST
STUDENTS
NAMES

SEEK StipeDd, SEPX Book ADowaDCC

1l-Z(Mca.)
J-Q(Wed.)
A-I(l1III.)

214191
·215191
216191

..

PELL $100 ADVANCE (cmJy for . . . . . . who pay . . . . taritioD, _luave a Pea iDdex 01500 01' leu)

aq4J8,J

Help Baruch-Make MoneyHaveFu·n Win Prizes
Work at least eight nights
and earn $4.00/hour

2111191
2113191

CWS for die wortt period eGdiDc 1/18/91

A-Z(Tue.)

2/19191

SEEK StipcDd

M-Z(Maa.)
A-L(Tue.)

3/4191·
3/5/91

Perkins Loea, SEOO, aDd CWS for the work period eodiog 2/8/91

M-Z(Mco.)
A-L(Tue.)

PELL (submitted prior to 2/12/91)

8-Z(MQIl.)

3/11191
3/12/91

G-UWcd.)
A-F(Ibu.)

3/18/91
3/19/91
3120/91
3121/91

CWS for the work period eadiDg 3/1/91

A-Z(MQIl.)

4/1191

CWS for the work period eodiDg 3/22/91

A-Z(MQIl.)

4/22/91

M-Z(MQIl.)

A-L(Tue.)

S/6/91
Sn/91

A-Z(MQIl.)

S/13191

A-Z(MOG.)

613/91

A-Z(MQIl.)

6/24/91

M-R(Tue.)

~'-_.

SEEK Stipend, BMBO, CUSTA mel PELL (submiued after 2/12191 and prior to 413/91)

CWS for the work period eDdiog 4112/91

PELL (submitIcd after 413/91 and prior to S/IS/91) mel CWS for the work period

CwS for

codiDc· SI3/91-

the work period eodiDg S/24/91

To pick your nights, call Terence Rowland, 387-1130.

INSTRUCTIONS

CWS -

CoUcce wort Study (tee below)
•

SIucIc:aIs IDUIt prac:at 1bcir Baruch ID cards aDd validated Bonar'I
rcceipIa ill orcIer' to m:eive 1bcir cbccb.
Cbecb will be ~ It tile cubien'.~,Jocdcd at tile
. 24dl Street buiIdiac from 8:30 to 4:30 QIl dae daIc:a. Cbcicb wiD
abo be available tile MaIday - Wcdac8clay
followiDe week
from 9: 15 to 3:45 It tile amc Ioclllilm. SIuda wbo are uaabIc 10
pidtup .... _ .
c:aD
~

«1bc

•

r:

I

•.

PatiDs - NaboaaI SIucIc:III Lom Proc'" (Formerly NDSL)
fELL - FoIIDCdy BEOO 0naI (pUd oDce each 1CIII"'I"er)
SEEK - Search for ElevIdioB - Educatiooo - ~Jcdce (pUd
Ibrce . - . c.:Ia . . , ~)
SEOG - Supplcmmtal EducalicalJ 0pp0ttuDity Onal (paid ooce
each .......1Iu)

at 212-387-103410 unace fal' evcaiDc cfiIbunc=

Cbccb DOt picbcI up widIiD two wecb after 1bc'

.

cIaIcI

COLLEGE WORK STUDY (CWS)

will be voided.
Ji1-wW Aid ......... ~ :
BMBG - BaMnI M. BaracJa C3nal (paid oace each IeDM -a)
WSTA - City Uaivenily SuppIcB:,a. TuiIdl A "j"'.IC:e (paid
1"':'r#l~'''J''''

GDCCada_ . . ,

TIle _ ... 01
boun wOlbd. r

....... _
be . . . . . . . . .iMr4 by tile
.......... 1UpeIYi8or' to -die F
Aid OffiCe (Kac.i 206. 155 E 24
Strcd) for' eacIl *':e. __ wed period; 1IIcy Ire _
ill die Fe"""
• Aid,0fIice
Mow"Y after. WGIt period CDIII.

ca_

CoIep Weft...,

~
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CUNY Stabs, Then Cuomo Twists The Knife

EstabnsJ1ed In 1932 1f
Toni ColavRo

.

The board of trustees ofthe City University of
New York stabbed its students in the back on
Dec. 6 by passing a $200 tuition increase they
knew would take leaders by surprise. They met
at CUNY headquarters before 8 a.m. after giving student leaders less than 12 hours to organize a response to the hike.
A question that should be asked is, why would
students be against an increase that is obviously
in the school's best interest? This hike will help
reinstate lost programs, right?
While these questions sound valid, students
who ask them will be surprised to find the
answer is a resounding "no." Not one penny
raised will go toward reinstating programs that
. were cut by last semester's budget axe. In fact,
acting President Joyce Brown, the board of
trustees, and Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds have
all refused to to even promise that every penny
raised by Baruch will return to us.
If the board of trustees was" fair, it would not
have needed to hold an "emergency meeting."
Indeed, the word "emergency" is very misleading, as it implies that the decision to raise tuition
was made hastily at the last minute. We know

editor-in-chief

better, There was no emergency.
Many student leaders expressed uneasy support for a tuition increase in the past to offset the
$3.8,million cuts in Baruch's budget. But this
hike will not offset the cuts. Administrators
have made it perfectly clear that we will still be
suffering losses in spite of the hike. As Day
Session Student Government President Wilson
Shum accurately put it, we are paying more for
less.
Students, we've been had.
On top of this hurtful news from CUNY,
Governor Mario Cuomo recommended last week
that we should suffer another increase of $500.
This would bring the bill up to $1950, an increase
ofover 50 percent·from last year. Even more for
less.
Cuomo's increase must be stopped. We know
there's a budget crisis, but education is t he
single most important investment the governor
can make to this state. Cuomo should know - he
went to CUNY for free.
We calIon the DSSG to mobilize Baruch students against this _hike. The time for passive
leadership is over. We must act NOW!
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Playing Litigation Lotto

To the Editor:
As I came out ofthe train station, on what seemed to be a longer
walk home than usual, a dark, engulfing fog had cast itselfover
my entire neighborhood. How fitting this was, that on our first
are cluttering up our courts finding themselvesseeking the
day of war things seemed as frightening at home as they were By Ben Lee
abroad. Just like the future of the world, I could not see far
It seems that the easiest way wasting precious courtroom shelter from a legal assault in
the form of insurance coverahe~d". I had to find my way home, however long that took, by
to amass a fortune these days time and tax dollars.
This epidemic has aftlicted age.
taking It one step at a time.
is to win a lawsuit. Signs of
As I looked up in the distance, I saw rays oflight coming from this growing trend can be seen our society in a manner so
There are some emerging
a sin.gle street light. The rays were cutting through the dense fog everywhere as more "and more subtle that we've hardly no- companies that are taking an
and It looked almcst heaven-like as ifour savior was on his way. people are taking the initiative ticed its spread into other ar- innovative approach to the
~ I got to the block on ~hicb I live, I looked up at another street to litigate. With many law eas of our economy. The growing demand for legal
counseling. One California
h~ht and saw how the fog was moving. It was a frightening firms soliciting for the more medical profession, for expicture, one we seein every scary movie when you know "the evil" reluctant clients, it is easier ample, must contend with based company has cut out the
has arrived. It made me prayfor the world and for those risking than ever for a person to bring malpractice suits routinely middleman and is acting as
their lives this night for many reasons we agreed upon and for their cases to court where a which has subsequently raised the'broker agent between
many we still did not understand.
person's misfortune is a fi- the cost ofhealth care. In the buyer and seller. As the inWhen I arrived upstairs, President Bush was on th~ air giving nancial opportunity. Bytaking field of obstetrics, cesarian termediary, this company will
a recap of all the events leading up to today. I was troubled by a percentage ofthe settlement sections have increased at an provide their clients with legal
his deadline for the war. Why did it have to be on January 15? rather than charging any fees, -alanningrate reaching almost services from the law firm of
Was it to take away from our yearly tribute for Dr. King or was the lawyers increase their eli- 47 percent of total births in their choice for a monthly fee.
it hope on his part that it would be a symbol for all and we would entele because the plaintiffs some states. Can it be by coin- For approximately twelve dolnever have to enter into the "furnaces ofhell in Kuwait." Whilp-if---llaYie---Jl6tffil·'tg--~.~ and- so- -cidence that obstetricians are lars a month -and aone. time
more frequently choosing a membership fee, their clients
I applaud President Bush for reacting so swiftly to the "trouble much to gain.
in the Gulf', I wouldlike to know why hasn'the reacted as swiftly
There are more aggressive method ofchild birth that sig- are entitled to one free hour of
to "our internal" problems such as 1) unemployment, "2) racism, law firms that take unscrupu- nificantly reduces the chances legal consultation per month
3) homelessness, 4) the recession and most disturbing of all 5) lous measures to recruit their of labor-related complications on any matter. If there is ever
our country's drug probleni.
clients. ABC's news magazine in an area of specialization the need to be accompanied by
I once heard a story about a lady who watched over and took 20120, exposed one law firm' where malpractice premiums an attorney in a court appearcare of all the children in her neighborhood, only to have her 3 that randomly selected clients are among the highest. Logic ance, the clients can retain the
kids end up in the penitentiary. I only hope we do not take care toactas the victims tofictitious also suggests that a C-section, lawyer of their choice and the
ofeveryoneelseandwatchas"ourown" die physically, emotionally accidents. They generally find which takes only a fraction of company will reimburse'the
and spiritually right before our eyes.
destitute people from low in- the time that is normally re-' counselor regardless ofhislher
Later in the evening I saw ~ program on the Reverend Dr. come areas who would be most quired in a vaginal delivery, rates. Iftrends continue at the
Martin Luther King. It was ironic that we were going to war a likely to pursue an ill-gotten allows the physician to use his same rate, this relatively new
day after the birthday of one of the world's most prominent opportunity to make money time more efficiently thereby service will soon be as common
speakers' for Peace. The tribute was an emotional joyride and as without lifting a finger. One delivering more babies in a as Blue-Cross-:-Blue-Shield. These new orders that arise
the night ended it made me wonder. Was his dream in vain? litigant that was reached for given period of time which
from
the evolution of a society
How far have we really come? Are we, as a world, really doing an interview had no apparent wouldhelp to offsetincreasing
seem to make a disturbing
all we can?
knowledge ofhis pending law- , malpractice costs.
statementregarding the world
As
more
and
more
lawyers
As I laid back to go to sleep, I could only pray for us as a people, suit. Another litigant was seworld wide, and hope that Dr. King's spirit was what I saw in cretly filmed changing a flat enter the workforce each year, in which we live. Ironically,.
those rays of the street light. I pray that we all hear his caring, tireJIlinutesaftet:.hobbling out it becomes increasingly diffi- though, very few people are
forceful voice and live out his dream of peace. not his worst ofthe courbooin with the help cult to .escape the breadth of unsettled ~by.the
. potentially
nightmare..: whidfwoutd"be-oll!" own self-inftieted cieafth; -~.....+af..lU:zutdJ~~EUiefi~~L.DJL-tlJle.J~l4tmJfali.ao-E1IItD.k,,--...l3iUlrmIGJJLJ~lGiiQllL.;QlUJ:uut.~
punitive -dam8ge8 --i-s--heing ----people &Fe falD:iliari~ witli - ~ •.-. OD •
coamHy,.
Vincent Brian Gillis stretched to its very limits. the legal system through re- mostAmericansembracetbese
./
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Preparing For The
New World Order
By Newton Brunache
Black History Month. To
most black people in the
country, this period is a moment dedicated to the remembrance of African culture and
history. But in the year 1991,
with the powers-that-be declarationofa"new world order,"
we the people of the present
order's most despised social
class (erroneously labelled
"minorities") mustmake use of
this period to ask ourselves
where we fit in this new scheme
of things, or if we were considered at all during its conception.
With the ever increasing
unemployment, poverty, and
crime rate in our community,
itiscrucial to our survival that
we no longer allow the present
establishment to control our
destiny. We· are not fooling
anybody but ourselves by letting them do so. It is well
known that experience is the
best teacher, and it has been
our experience that we have
neverbeen considered as equal
citizens- in this country but
rather as outcasts who were
created to dwell in the lowest
strata of society.
- - -~ it already been forgot-

ten that while the ink from the
Declaration of Independence
and the Bill of of Rights were
still wet, we were mere slaves
living under the harshest conditions known to mankind?
Now in the Twentieth century,
we remain in the setting. Like
slaves, we still have to beg our
"masters" for our civil rights (
of which the ruling administration has recently denied us)
and we are still dependent on
them for economic success. It
does not seem as if we learned
anything from the past.
But looks can be deceiving.
As ourdebased livingcondition
is reaching its peak, we are
realizing that our government
is not working for us. There is
a growing number of people
among our discouraged ~nd
suffering brothers and sisters
in the inner-city ghettos who
are takinga finn stance against
the oppression of an immoral
and material civilization, a
movement which has its roots
in the slaverevolts ofthe bondage era and its fruits in the
long-awaited revolution that
is destined to take place. If
this course of action seems
radical to some, it is because
we are faced with a radical

million dollars by a woman
because he grabbed her in a
nightclub. I cannotbelieve that
a million dollars worth of
damage couldresult from even
the powerful clutches of the
former heavyweight champ.
Countless suits of this nature

vision shows as well ~ the
unprecedentednumberofcourt
cases that fill our news broadcasts.
This Propensity to litigate has
apparently produced ramifications in the insurance world
also as people ar.e more often

chance at winDing -a-]arg·-e-~
settlement when they have
their day in court. One day our
legal system will have no more
time for matters of jurisprudence with so many high rollers waiting for their turn at
the dice or a spin oftbe whee 1. .

situation. The Nation ofIslam
minister Khallid Abdul
Muhammadrightly stated that
we- are reaching the point of
becoming an endangered and
permanent underclass. Moreover, it is the tradition of this
country to overthrow the government when the latter's interest is not with the people:
that is how the United States
was created.
The majority of Baruch's
student body is composed of
so-called "colored people." Itis
to you that I am addressing
this article. You are now
studying in college pursuing
an equal opportunity to live
the American Dream, a dream
(and that is all it will ever be
for most of'you) promised to us
by tnesy5teDland its institutions. Before you gamble all of
your hard-earned ehipsen this
system,itiswisetotakeastep
back and look at what it has
accomplished for you and your
people.
While it spends billions of

your tax dollars to finance an
irrelevant space program, it
has never been able to put a
few million dollars together in
order to restore those crumbling containment boxes that
they call building projects

your lifestyle, it is in the process ofpulling the bestjobs out
of your grasp and either relocate them into the suburbs or
employ robots or computers
instead of you. And you wonder why you are always-at the
bottom of society.
Why do you look forward to
Bush's new world order when
the old one has failed you? This
is the-grim reality. The President and his administration,
along with the whole American capitalist system, have no
concern for you. They never
had any and they never will.
Historyandcurrenteventsare
my witnesses. It is now just a
question of whether you are a
part of the progressive liberation struggle already in formation, or sell your last hopes
for a left-over dream that is
nothing more than a deceptive
vision that is maintained by
the system to elude us, the
actual majorities ofthis world,
ofthe true goals ofthis governmente

"/£ this course of
J

action seems
radical to some,
b
it is ecausewe
fi d .th
are ace WI a
radical situation."
whicharedeterioratinginyour
neighborhoods. While emphasizing the importance of education, it is constantly raising
your tuition, making it ever
harderforyoutocontinuewith
your academic career. While
"modernizing" society with
costly gadgets and teclinology
that is supposed to enhance

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the
opinions of The TlCkereditoriai staff. The Tickeraccepts only typewritten andsigned opinion piecesof not more than
7fJJ words from Baruch CoIlege'Students. Publication ofOp-Eds are contingent upon an Editorial Board vote. Letters
must be no more than 300 words and signed. Names will be withheld uppn request Address all pieces tothe Op-Ed
Editor.
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Maleo·lm X
Legacy Lives On
With· Shabazz

•

By Zelphia Phillips.
The. name Malcolm X brings to the memory of many people of a radical civil rights leader
assassinated almost a generation ago. What many people 40 not know or realize is that his widow
~. Betty Shabazz is as different from her late husband as he was radical. Dr. Shabazz is th~
Director of Co~unications~d Public Relations for Medgar Evers College.
Her o~ce wall is covered with award plaques that have been presented to her. She sits in her
offic~ WIthher lapful] ofpapers and the phone to her ear busily
.
making
train
'
reservations.
Attending meetings
concerning the CUNY
budget cuts' and ',.
meeting with the;+n.,,,,F>N',,,-:,

Associate Dean of Student Development
Recipient of the 1991 Alumni Service Award
Thanking you for your years of
commitment and dedicated ,servIce
•

.

Ba-r·u-ch

.,: .:::::N:.;:.·,
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Present
The Dean's DistinguishedLecture Speaker

By Kathy McNally
You know how you sometimes feel that you are doing so much between school,
work, club activities and other obligations that you have no time for yourself?
Everybody says it will always payoff in the end, but sometimes you feel that
nobody knows how much work it is exceptyou.
Well, some exceptionally hard-working students were honored for their efforts
on December 6, 1990. These were students from all
walks of life, with various majors, representing the
II
diversity ofBaruch. These students were inducted into
-.•• •
the Golden Key National Honor Society.
Normally, when someone mentions "honor society",
.
people think,"Oh' nerd with 4.0 averages who live for
po~"et
school and have no social lives or otherinterests." Well,
Golden Key is not like that. There are some students
.,,, I
with a perfect G.P.A in Golden Key, but not everyone
has a 4.0 or sports pocket protectors and beanies with

Harvard Graduate School of Education
1984 MacArthur Fellow

t

no everyone
has' a 4. 0 or sports

The topic of her Lecture is :

p"n.ecto"'S
and beestes .,1
p"npelle"'S.•.
•

"On Goodness in Schools :
Teachers with voice and vision"

U..

propellers on them. These inductees are students who
I'.
Management.
holdjobs, areinvolvedin club activities and still manage
The keynote'speaker for the evening was Dr. Joyce
to juggle ·sociallives while maintaining a respectable
Brown,ActingPresidentofBaruch College, "You are the
G.PA
next.generation to carry the Baruch name. By now we
. The ceremony which took place in the 23rd stt..eet auditorium began with expect you to succeed and your success makes us proud." She went on to say that '
welcoming remarks from Phillip Persico, President ofBaruch's chapter ofGolden many of the top executives in companies across the coun~ are not from Yale or'
Key. It is a relatively new chapter and Persico and other officers had their work. Harvard but from Baruch.
.
.:
./.
.
cutout for them. Persicogave the audience someidea ofhow much work wentinto
Honorary members of Golden Key were then recognized for their advice' and
providing an induction ceremony and how they did it all with only four officers. time they gave and thework-they did· to help Golden Key get established. The
Persico stressed how fulfilling it has been for him to see the new chapter get off honorees were .Dr. Brown, Dr. Susan Locke" Associate Professor or Psychology,
the ground and gain recognition.
.+-'
Thomas McCarthy, Senior,Registrar and carl Ayl~ Dil'eCtorforStudentLife.
Mark Herndon, the Golden Key National Representative, described Golden. .. ,Two Induetees, one~,~ODe junior,were,th~~~1ft:I.r.~,the Golden Keyl
Key from a nationwide perspective. He gave some, })aekp>und on the hi~ of' P~~t Marwick Mai~ ,~~,. SCholarshipL Nicole Io~Y'On the Golden Key
Golde~ Key. It began as a ~ationa1 HonorSoci~ty for the-non-~Da1" _Schol~hip:A",~ ~:~~ding juniOr~ ..· . J ..'.- :,L', .: . .'. . . - " "
stu~nts, as he put it. Students who worked full time .and studie~'·a~·.~gh~.. .An ~mp1isb0.4·~~~,Nicole 'W~te«t~e,ut years, to pursue ballet. She is
workinginothersand even returning Vietnam veterans' got tOgether·~deCideci."·.
.'.. :, {,,~.<;;;?~c:~erl~· P.~l·: .,.

Thursday, February 21, 1991
2:45 pm

Nallin Hall/Room 1220
17 Lexington Avenue
New York City
Reception to follow in the Gallery
135 East 22 Street

Students, Faculty and Staff are cordially invited to attend
......
" .. _.. _...... ... - ...... .......
... ~

.. ...

...

.,...

. to form an honor society that took into account those students who juggled their .
busy lives in order to pursue a college education and strived to do it well. It is,"
an honor society run by students, for the students," as Herndon says.
Following Herndon's talk came Dean Ronald- Aaron, the faculty advisor to
Golden Key. He encourages the development of leadership roles that "make
education more meaningful than just 128 credits," According to Dean Aaron,
.Students who get involved in the educational process
tend to do well in it .The officers ofGolden Key were then
recognized for their hard work with the presentation of
Golden Key pins.
Effie Michailidis, treasurer ofGolden Key, was awarded,
a Golden Key pin for Accounting, as was Phillip Persico,
Presidentofthe chapter at Baruch.
A
• U'I
• •
viva Schacter, Vice President-Communication, received
I~'l·f"
her award for Finance. Giselle Bowen, Vice President... I
Programming, received her award for Human Resource
,

Professor of Education

~

- - - - - -.. --.

01 en Key Honors the Exce . ·,onaINottheAverage .

Dr. Sarah Lawrence Lightfoot

-'".....

-.

favor of such institutions,
because so many young
African"-American males are in
a state of crisis. "The crisis
dictates
the
kind" of .
methodology that is needed.
When' we look at' the state of
young black men in' prison, on
.drugs, _from unstable homes.
when we examine government
procedures that are used
against them, we know that
crisisdictatesacomprehensive
agenda," she states.
The need for specific schools
for young African-American
. males.who need special and
comprehensive attention, she
attributes to the consequences
that developed due to the
African Diaspora It was unfair
and oppressive, she said.The
Supreme Court's 1954 decision
and the 1965 decision should
-have eliminated the need for a
1990 civil right decision."We
can examine the history before
these cited incidents and see
the compelling need at this
time in history to deal in a
special nutrient way with that
part o{thePopuiaiion thafhas
been so abused. There are so
many people with so many guilt
complexes that are thinking of

a' days work for Dr. "./.
.J
Betty Shabazz.
"I enjoy my work
very much .for a
. varietyof_reasons~ ..";",,...
she, said of her w:ork
at Medgar Evers'
College during a
recent interview. "1:t
,building~ and
academic themselves and not of the
connects
people.
competence.
These
areas young men in crisis.. together and it
promote stabili ty ~ .makes
Another way Dr. Shabazz
connects·
every
strone
. . s be te
rea:eh.s out to i.nspire and
·dMleipline OR-'-e&I~
.... - .. and hop8mJly.,:_~tJeI!.._~~u'Y; -~._._l ~ _.__
My job promotesaD'
better world."
"
. through her radio program on
encourages clarity~ if
Rec~~t!y.., s0D!.e ~_~~~!!~ Sunday mornin~s called
you are-doing .
,
schools
were established for ~orum-ror-wmnen. broadcast
you know you are
young black males, that have a on WBLS radio.'111e focus of
doing wrong. If you
'curriculum designed to place her show is directed toward
are doing right, ~ou &tty Sholiazz, clirectc?r of Comm~tio718and Public
more emphasesonAfrican and young people who need help,
know you are doing Relations at Medgar Evers College
African-American history with direction, and lack primarily
.right!' There are no
misgivings," said Dr. Shabazz. She admits to being embarraseedfhat she had not wanted to except all African-American male skills. Since their academic
Continued all Pag~ 11
the position when it was first offered to her. She explains that she was in the narrow discipline of instructors. Dr-.Shabazz is in

'The Baruch College
School of Education and Educational Services and
Project 30 -

~

.,'

~:::~~I::e~e=,t I

-ation

~;,,-

.

,

health science at the time.
Dr. Shabazz's duties already
entail more responsibilities
than her title expresses. "All
things under promOtion Ido
for the ~~egeandalso for the
.preSident as well," she stated.
These duties will become even
more complexas MedgarEvers
College fulfills the 'plans for
more expansion in the very
near future. The college has
been a source of pride and
inspiration for the Crown
Heights neighborhood where
its located.
"Yes, of ~lifse there will be
more
expansion,
the
community demands it. The
students need it. We're talking
about improving the quality of
life inthis community."said Dr.
Shabazz.
One legacy Malcolm X, the
renowned African-American
leader and human rights
advocate left Dr. Shabazz, is a
dedication toinspire, help, and
encourage African-Americans
in their quest for Improving
tlulil"--equality_of lifeLShe
says,"people need access to
institutions that encourage
_andpromotese}fdevelopment,
skill attainment, career track

,
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S'h·abazz
.there~poltraits·ofherlate
- .'. . . .
.
you are
husban~Ma1colm. ~

--

reminded that this widow bas
accomplished 80 much· sin~
since his death in' 1965. She
fort~whoDeedthatkindOf. has raised six daUghter8§d
attention. .
..
worked to support them, w ·Ie
~y guests have excell~ma at the same time· .she as
n~r~fields.lque~onmy earriing her Ph.Djn sehool
audience Ina way that, Ifthey administrationandcorrieulum
are inte~sted wiD ~ehow development- .from . the
get the. Idea that, Oh my University of Massachusetts
goodness I can do that!- said that she receivediii July 1975.
Dr. Shabazz.
.
Her daughterS
aU grown
She usually begins her nowand she devotes herselfto
~rogram. with a si~ple - uplifting and enriching the
Introduction. Then she gives a livesofotherAfrican-American
definiti~andabriefhistoryof children to better the quality
the subjeCt matter.She then of their Iives.in a variety of
weav~8 in. and out with
ways.
.
.questions or how, why, and . _. All around her in the office
what are the qualifications or are the files and folders that
.~.~is required for ~h a "sheb8sbeen worldngon and·
pos~tIon aD~ the kind. of carrying from one meeting to
recomm-:n~~on th.ey would another..lt"s.now 6:45pm and
makeformdiVlduaIsmterested shes still hard at work. The
in such a positiO? Then she phone rings again and she
says~e.dosome~dofbuman grabssomepepersfrominfront··
relatIo~s _ex.,ercIses and a,,-~f her, hurriedly saying
~nclUSIon. SInceher program ·goodbye toa visitor and rushes
IS taped she does not have to be
offtoward the executive offices
at t~estation on Sunday on theother side of'thelounge'e
mormngs..
waiting room to get to another
Looking around her office meeting.
. Continued from Poge9
levels Deed to be streJlgthened,
her guests serve as a resource

AVOID THE
DRAFT

are

~ .The Baruch . College. Alumni Association welcomes you back

from your Holidays' "with the hope that they were. enjoyable. We wish.. .vou a haR12Y and productive New Year.

We also invite you to become better acquainted with 'your
Alumni Association, its purpose, services and benefits.
We ara i nte rested in maintaining a close partnership with
Let us hear from you.
Baruch Students.

Golden Key
Continued {rom Page 9 .

currently working and going
to school full time and yet has
time to manage a 4.0 average.
Robert' Belzer received the
Golden Key Scholarship Award
for Outstanding Senior. He is
a master carpenter who
deferred collegefor tbreeyears
and maintains a 3.93 average.
These two students are
_examples
of the nontraditional student thatGolden
Key recognizes.
The inductees were then

Baru'ch College Alumni Association
Room 907 (9th floor)
135 East 22nd Street
New York, NY' 100 10

Telephone number:
387-1145 .
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presented with eerfifieates, by
name,
and
received
congratulations from Dean
Aaron and the honorary
members and officers.
Referring to the leadership
communication andconfidence
buildingskills that Golden Key
offers, Persico's closing
remarks to the audience
claimed that Golden Key
offers,"these important tools .
thatyou WIll takeintothe world
withyou.-
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HAMLET; Starring Mel GibSon, Glenn Close, Helena
~Dbam,.C~ and.,~ ,:II~m; Dirededby Franeo
Zefferelli; ~AA Rating: PG; RATING: ••••

Come home safe and soon.

LSAT.

If you've set your sights on law school. there's no better I..5AT
preparation than Stanley H. Kaplan.
Our tSAT prep will open your eyes with score-raising strategies
and techniques. We'll help you master everything from Analytical
'
Reasoning to Reading Comprehension.
Our classes are live - and lively. All our class and study material
is based on the "new" l.5AT. And you can review lessons, and. get
additional help as needed in our TEST-N-TAPE-lab, open days,
evenings and weekends for your convenience.
Visit our Center today and see for yourself.
And watch the scales tip in your favor

Ii STANLEY H. KAPlAN
£ Take Kaplan Or TakeYour Chances
Classes Starting Soon!
Manhattan: (212) 977-8200

Peace.

For other locations call800-KAP-TEST
"':

Choosing Mel Gibson and Glenn Close to play the lead roles has paid offfor Franco Zefferelli in his recent reCreation
of William Shakespeare's classic 8Jlamlet."
,
.
The choice ofGibso~ and Close paid offin that the film is being shown in mainstream theaters throughout New York
City and the surrounding counties.'
'
"
,"
'
"
" ,',
His last recreation' "Henry V" played only is selected theaters throughout the city and didn't get half the hype that
"Hamlet" ~s recei~ng. It could also be because "Hamlet" is a much more popular Shakespeare play ~han"HenryV"is.
The choice of GIbson and Close was appropriate not only because ~f the, expoSure it is giving ~e film, but also that
Gibson and Close .gi ve moviegoerinto the past.
'
tremendous performances' as
But, Gibson is not' the' only
Prince Hamlet and Queen shining starin the film. Glenn
Gertrude respectively.
C1~,playsHamlet'smother,
The film is understandable Queen Gertrude, and she pulls
and enjoyable even though the role off convincingly, just
most of the -langauge hasn't as Gibson does as her son.
been changedfrom the average Close's lines roll offher tongue
college paperback versions. "and only' add to the total
Gibson is clean and quick with experience of the film. She
his lines and comes across as, reached backonher experience
well, Hamlet. Gibson makes in "Dangerous Liasons"tohelp
you feel for the Hamlet, you her out as a 17th century
understand him and respect woman.
him and also feel sorry for him,
Helena Bonham -Carter
but you love him too;
plays Oephelia,'daughter of
Instead of turning, the 17th Polonius and Hamlet's love
century guy into a 20th century interest. She is a relative newhero, Zefferelli brings the 20th comer to the screen but does a
century viewer into the 17th wonderful job as" the 1 7th
century, with costuming, props century heroine.
and sets right down to the
The funniest part of the film
cracks and moss on the cement is the opening credits. Just
walls~--"·'_·'~---··--'
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Hamlet is one ofthe few films names were put up on the
that pulls the viewer into the screen it said, "Based on the
story as a live performance playby William Shakespeare,· ,
does. ThecameraislikeatiineOike we really didn't know).
machine catapolting the
Continued on Page '14
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special o/Q,(elnt·in,t "$ 'Day' issue.
pfease submit your message d'amour to
our office by!Fe6. 12.
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Tonobody's surprise~M.C.
Hammer, Janet Jackson and Phil
Collins were the three big winners
at the American Music Awards
last Monday, jan~ary 28.
The show was hosted by Keenan
Ivory-Wayans ("~n Living ~lor")
ans featured live performances"
(that's right I said live
performances) by Bell Biv Devoe,·
Vanilla Ice, Wilson Phillips, Reba
McEntire and Poison.
The categories for awards
reachedall the aspeetsofAmerican
music 'from Rap to Heavy Metal to
Country. Each tyPe ofmusic bact
a newawardfor favorite new artist
in that category, unlikein the past"
, with only one favorite. new artis~,
there were four favorite new
artists.
The new artist award was
developed to help 'give' 'the .~- "
performers the added •,expOSure, "
that they needed, but Yam1la lee
took it a little too far wherthe went
up to receive his favorite Dew rap
artist award and exposed his '
underwear. Unfortunat'eiy for. _
som.e~
armei en was
cut and it wasn't a very..goOd cOt
either_ Thecuthungin~8irjUSt
as I assumeVam1lake,c1idas
well..
.'
Getting back to, the show~ 'ptp1
Collins won theawardsforfavorite
I

~
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Mado~ who ';'~ydom~~~nM"'icAiotJrds
this

year. "-

was shut-out

" , - , . '

pop/rock
album
"... But
Seriuosly," and favorite male
artist
pop/rock,
but
unfortunately was on, tour with
Eric Clapton in Scotland at the
time and couldn't be at hand to
, receive his awards.
.
Now listen to this, M.C.
Hammer and his album "Please
Hammer Don't Hurt 'Em," were'
nominated' for five awar ds;
favorite pop/rock album, rap
album,rap artist, soul R&B male,
'and poplrock male.
Outofthose five he won favorite
rap album, rap artist, and soul
R&B male. If you noticed the
only two he didn't win were the.
one's that Phil Collins won.
Janet Jackson was given four
nomi~tions inelading. favorite
p<>pIrock album, dance music
artist, soul R&B female and pop!
rock female., And again the only
one .she didn't win was won by
Phil Collins (favorite poplrock
album). Twice she beat out
. Madonna, who in the past has
~-'been. Jmown for, her American
Music A
' nation.
~e hi~t oftJte night was
the American Music Awards
, merit award. 'nus year's award.
Continued,OII Pa,14
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mer
Continuedfr!Jm Page 13
was given to Country music

legend Merle Haggard.
Haggard has been in the
. Pusiness since 1963, he wrote
157 songs and had a top 10 hit
... ' ineverjryearsince 1963. Pretty
impreSsive stuff, not even Paul
McCartney or Michael Jackson
can boast of a top 10 hit every
year.' Merle Haggard deserves
. not only an award but a rest as
well. .
! The strangest thing about the
awards ceremony is that the
I! funniest line didn't originate
.; from Keenan Ivory-Wayans, it
camefrom the most unexpected
b place ofall. It came from Dave
Mustane, lead singer for
~ Megadeth. He and Alice
Mel Gibson and Glenn Close star as son and: mother in Hamlet.
Cooper were reading the award
for favori te heavy metal/ hard
rock artist. The winner was
Aerosnrith, but when Mustane
But, other than those two opened the envelope he
returns from school in England
Continued from Page 13
But back to the movie. The and confronts his mother. He incidents, the rest ofthe film is announced thatthe winner was
film opens differently from the asks her how she could marry consistent with the original, M.e. Hammer. The crowd
book version. Thebook version her own brother in law before and should be enjoyable to came to a sudden silence, and
almost all viewers, since the they
didn't
seem
to
opens with Horatio seeing the his father's body is cold.
Then there is also the fact. langauage may be unfamiliar acknowledge the· natural
ghost ofKing Hamlet, who has
just recently died, whereas the that some ofthe soliliquies are itisall understandable. Unlike' comedy of the situation.
The last note on the ceremony
film opens with aoriginal scene out of order. For instance the when you read the story and
of King Hamlet's funeral and scene when Hamlet tells might have gotten .lost with is, if it's called the American .
some of the words, you're able MusicAwards, why did English
the King's brother Claudius Oephelfa, CGet thee to a
artist Phil Collins win two
declaring himself King and nunnery," doesn'tappearwhen to follow the film.
So,
when
you
get
the
chance,
awards. Maybe it should be
that he and Queen Gertrude it should and this. might get a
caned theAmerican money
are to be married. There is bitconfusingfor those familiar get thee to a theater.
makers awards.
also a new scene when Hamlet with the story.
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Athrilling one-of-a-kind filmf Asterling directorial debut, by
Tom Stoppard...PURE PLEASURE!"
!:
-~"-

T'.'.5, ROllING stOllE

.

IIGLORIOUSI
Aterrifi! directorial debut by Tom Stoppard and grandly witty
performanceS by TIm Roth, Gory Oldman and Richard Dreyfuss."
- Judy Sto.. SAN FtAHOSCO CHRONICLE

Gary Oldman

Tim Roth

Richard Dreyfuss

ROSEncRflrrrz

GUILDEtISTER"
ARE DEAD
~:;:,.

<•

Thursday, February 14,1991
12:35- 2:40 (Club Hours)
Room 301f in the Student Center

..

.

t
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C1NECOM ENTERTAINMENT presents
MICHAEL BaANDMAN& EMANUEL AZEN8ERG
.' THIRTEEN WNET·ATOMSTOPPARD Film
GA/l"f' OLDMAN·TIM ROTH·RICHARD DREYFUSS· "IlOSENCRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN ARE DEAD'• lAINGLEN· IANRICHARDSON
DONAtD SUMPTER· JOANNAMlLES·JQANNA ROTH· '.' VAUGHANEOWARDS . : ANDIlEANENEOFITOU
. DOREEN JONES
• ~ STANLEY MYERS '7" NICOlAS GASTER _ 0, PETER 81ZIOU 8.S.C . -: .: LOUISE STEPHENS & THOMASJ. RIZZO
PG}Piilui"a.m
c»
MICHAEL8RANDMAN & EMANUEL AZEN8ERG :-. TOMSTOPPAIlD ~ ••• .,:.:":.:~=: tlV@UI
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-I-WGfRLD PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT STARTS
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FEBRUARY 8TH

CINEPLEX OCEON

ANGEUKA RLM CENTER

CARNEGIE HALL aNEMA

CORNER OF HOUSTON AND MERCER
995-2000

7TH AVE. AT 57TH st 265-2520

All are welcome,
Refreshlllentsvvill:be served.
.
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FOR GROUP SAlfS CAll. 212·744·5375
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TOP 10 COLLEGE ALBUMS
1 - "Red Hot & Blue" - Various Artists

.....1

Welcome to THE B-SIDE for
the first time in 1991. Just
when you thought that it was
safe to let your ears fall asleep
I found another reason to stay
up just a little longer. Baby
new year has arrived on the
scene and his code name is
Laquan. 4th & Broadwayl
Island Records has found a
young man who decided to
leave a few notes on wax.
"Notes of a Native Son- (to be
exact)is Laquan's debutalbum
and I have a feeling that there
will be many more to follow"it
in the future.
Laquan along with producers
Richard Wolf and Bret Mazur
of Peace Productions have
watched the market carefully
and put out a compilation that
is notverylikely tooffendmany
people.
This a very
commendable quality to have
in a new artist's package if
they are looking to achieve

2 - "Some Friendly_" - The Charlatans U.K.
3 - "One Simple Word" - The ConneUs
4 - "Hell's Ditch" - The Pogues
5 - "Gala" - Lush
6 - "Vision Thing" - The Sisters Of Mercy
7 - "Cake" - Trash Can Sinatras
8 - "All Shook Down" - The Replacements
9 - "Mercurotoons" - Buck Pets
10 - "Reverberations" - Echo And The
Bunnymen

crossover success which I
suspect is one ofthe objectives
that Laquan has in mind. At
the tender age of 16 years old
Laquan has ·created an album
that is not only pleasing to
listen to but also tries to make
some very political statements
at times.
Laquan has joined most
performersin the industryand
used this opportunity to speak
his mind on the social issues
affectingPEOPLE OF COLOR
in these here United States of
America in a .form of
entertainment that could be
played repeatedly, thus
dromming the message into '
your being. But unfortunately
this isn't a new conceptand for
the most part no new musical
ground is broken on the album
thus giving theimpression that
everyone Involved weren't
trying to take huge risks on
this venture.

"Notes of a Native Son" is
very well orchestrated with a
smooth r&b sound.
Clean
production
_accurately
represents the talents of Wolf
and Epic who have previously
teamed up with such artists as
Bell Biv DeVoe and Ralph
Tresvant. Itis the combination
of these seasoned producers
and Laquan's motivational
lyrics that bring this album to
the heights that it is able to
achieve.
Don't look for Laquan to be
labeledeasily this debutalbum
has enough elements of the
various styles displayed in
modem Hip-Hop to keep him
from being pigeon-holed into
any particular section of the
rapindustry. The whole album
is filled with live instruments
and rhythm machines as
opposed to the heavy sampling
often associated with Hip-Hop
music. Don't be mislead there
is sampling involved on this
album only it is used to accent
the tracks rather than to create
the track.
--. -'l1le .album--has·fMWeI'Bl euts" .
·that stand Out more than the
first single that was released,
"Now's The B Turn.- The first
cut that begins to poke at you
is 'Notes ofa Native Son.» The
title cuthas a shaft-soul period
inspired hookline on top of a
funky drum-program~en-w-alleviate the bass created
tension there is a jailhouse
harmonica coupled with
tickling keyboards and
scratchyguitarriffs. Addsome
- quick rolling low tone lyrics
and your on your way to
success. Next down the line
comes
"Imprison
The
President" easily the hardest
Hip-Hop dance track on the
album. The lyrics are centered
around the Iran-Contra
Scandal and President Bush.
Hard core rap style dominates
this cut dealing with a subject
that most 16 year olds don't
care to remember helping to
achieve Laquan's mission of
edutainment.
Then to round out all of this
seriousness there is "Puddin
Pie," Laquan's answer to the
recen t wave of sexually
connotative rap music. On this
track Laquan is accompanied
on a girl chasing journey by
Craig Parker. Together they

i
i

iet

"~" ;

iiiiiii~""""_

...1~
.:

-

.

:;

embark on .a comically
entertaining story telling
session about their obsession
with the 'Puddin Pie'. All in all
~otes of a Native Son" is a
strong showing from this new
talent in the public eye and I
will be quite interested in
seeingwhat developsfrom this

d~but.

------.---~--~-,,------,-
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TOP 10 GROSSING FILMS

\
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1 - "Home Alone"
2 - "Awakenings"

3 - "Kindergarten Cop"
4 - "Dances With Wolves"
5 - "Flight Of The Intruder"· f
_6 - "White Fang"
7 - "Lionheart"
8 - "Green Card"
9 -" "Hamlet"
10·- "ECtwaid··ScissOrhandS·-

TOP 10 VIDEO RENTALS
1 _~'lY~ 2"- --2 - "Dick Traty"

But between intentions and
actions have been a number of
seemingly insurmountable
problems. '
One of these problems has
been the anti-federalist posture
offormer British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. Her
successor, John Major, finds
economic and monetary union
(~MU) more palatable and
maintains that "The days when
Britain would stand formally
aside during policy formation
tr:•••
are over." All European Community (EC) nation-states
have realized the need for financial disciplinein Germany's
image, and have voted to make
Ittheirshared objective. "They
know a house divided against
itself will fall," Cali assures.
The proposed monetary authority and manager the Ee's
economic union will assume a
form
similar
to
the
Bundesbank-the West German central bank. Stability
and freedom from a political
influence will be the aims of
the European Central bank,
known idiomatically as
Eurofed. Providing the incentive again are Germany and
France..
The recent and most imporand political union.
tant negotiations began after
In the'1950's Germany and Dec. 2, following the Gennan
Prance took the first step to- elections at the Insistence of
wards the fonnation of a fed- Chancellor Helmut Kohl. The
erally organized Europe. The Chancellor's fears are that the
.nations.agree.d..to_tzade freely . stz".ong..:GenDan-mark-.wi1l.l...
in German industrial products weakened -by beeoming -one
in exchange for the protection with the EuroPean currencies
and promotion ofFrench agri- but also notes: "i3ec:ause the
cultural products. The Treaty EMU will be modeled after
ofRome, signedin March 1957 Germany operations, the Germade apparent the intentions man people' are wholeof the European Co~unity. heartedly in favor of one curBy Eric Loyola
With a flourish, Cali
Rarivoson, a French Banker,
called attention to the colorful
bank notes taped to the roofof
the taxi. "All these would be
replaced by one bank note,"
she said. Her optimism hadits
rootsin fortyyears ofEuropean
persistence in seeking a legal
basisfor some future economic

the European
financial communities conclusion that a
single currency
wouldfree $25
billion dollars
annually, the
cost of exchange
transactions.

rency."
French President Francois
Mitterand's agenda is his desire for France to regain political influence over the economy
which was lost to the
Bundesbank in the 1980's and
to hitch the E.C. wagon to a
vigorous post-reunification
German economy. According
to Charles Harris, partner at
the investment advisory finn,
Devonshire Partners, "West
Germany will finish paying the
bill, which stands at over two
trillion dollars, for fixing the
economic havoc that Communism has wrought on the East
German infrastructure, by the
late 90's."
Foreseeably, the German
budget deficit will growto 5%
of its ' gross national product.
France, the rnili tary and political leader of Europe will
emerge at the fore of the E.C.,
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"P articipating

in "bailout"
maneuvers for
financially
strapped administrations"

"Stability and
freedom from
political influence will be
the aim of
.

EUTojed-'! '" .

although Germany expects
France to disseminate and
evenly distribute its political
clout among the other E.C. in-

3 - "My Blue Heaven"
"4 - "Robocop II"
5 - "Mo' Better Blues"
6 -, ''The Godfather Part II"
7 - "The Adventures of Ford Fartane'
8 - ''The Godfather"
9 - "Dena Force 2"
10 - "Bird On A Wire"
TOP 10 ALBUMS
1 - "To The Extremes" - Vanilla Ice

2 - "Please Hammer Don't Hurt 'Em" - M.C..
Hammer
3 - ''The Immaculate CoII~ction" - Madonna
-- 4 - "Mariah Carey" - Mariah Carey
5 - "I'm Your Baby Tonight" - Whitney Houston
6 - "Some People's Lives" - Bette Midler
7 - "The Simpsons S_ing The Blues" - The
Simpons
8 - "WilI son Ph°Il"Wil
Ph·llo
I IpS - I son
I IpS ,
9 - "The Rhythm Of The Saints" - Paul Simon
10 - "The Razor's ~dge" - AC/DC
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During the non-sIlOW off season the U.S~Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right20po1D1ds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food action andwas devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal.energy
is maintained (very important!) whilereducing. Yau keep "full" -DO starvation
-because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that iseasy to follow whether
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women~s Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to
it! Right? So, give yourself the
same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight thescientifK; proven way. Even
if~'ve Iried.all the other diets, youoweittoyourselftotr)'the u.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet, That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
today. Tear this.out as a reminder.
Send~$10.00($1050 forRushService)- to: SUmQulk, P.O.Box 103.
Dept. 2R, Hayden. ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in
two weeks! Beca.-e that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. e 1990

"
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SPEND SPRING BREAK IN THE SUN - ON US!!!
Promote our -Spring Break trip on your campus. Free
trips Plus commission.
Call for information 1-800-423-5264.

use

.

.

Tutoring
Professiona'l
tutor
offering
lndtvldual
instruction in MATH (college algebra, geography, integrated algebra, trigonometry, precalculus, calculus, finit
math,' statistics) • PHYSICS .• S~ANISH • FRENCH •
GERMAN • COMM. CORRESPONDENCE • EXPORT
PROCEDURE $10 -151 hour,
Call Ray Bacchus 718-493-6942~

HIRING Men - Women,.
Summer/year round.
PHOTOGRA~IiERS, TOUR. GUIDES~ RECREATION.
PERSON.NEL. Excellent pay plus FREE travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii, 'Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOWr Call refundable. 1-206-736-7000, Ext. 0539.

-. .B aruch Coltege ,
(2 12) 3$'7'-1 182

for our reasonabler ates.
Ask for the Advertising Manager.

NO. GIMMICKS - EXTRA .INCOME NOW!!
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 • $800 every week..
.. Free Detail·s:.SASE 010 .
Bro~ks lnternaticnat, Inc.
P.O. Box 6~0605 • Orlando, FL 32868
•
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to~e;~::;el~::.eo::=: Inconsistent
Stetesmen
knowledge of the game, de- CCNYfor the firsttime in four.
.."
pendable defense andher great years. The final score was 44'.
•
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WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL

everyskill. Theu.mwillmiss
her too. They loved playing
with her. And not just her
points andrebounds, but her
inspiration. ,She made everyone else better.,~ said Coach
---PennyWeiner.------ . ',--'.
Back to the game. Baruch
whippedMt.St.Vincentbythe
score of 73-55. Williams finishedstrongwith44pointsand
Maria-Eppadded-20: Baruch,
ledonly31-2~,attheh~f,but,
as Weiner, said, ~e played
very well in the second half."
'Williams and Guiste. were
.b>th presente-d flowers at .the
-half;
.
The Stateswomenplayed
their first gam~ without the

AND·.

ATTENTION'ALL YOU GO-GETTERS ·!T! rr
.

.

.

By Mickey Kramer'
tWo graduates on January 28.
On January 22, Hilary Wil- Staten Island beat Baruch 69Iiams and Cleo Guiste played 52. "With this game, we had
their last games as Baruch Sakena Parker back arid we
Stateswomen. Baruch bas- were able to get some inside
ketball will never be the saine. play, butwe.~ere lacking
Williams holds a host of scoring," said Weiner. '
school arid Conference records..
Epp scored 20 and the reHer 1830 points and 1342 re- turning, Stephanie VarcMos
bounds are All-Time CUNY scored 16 points on 4-6 from
Conference records. She ac- three-point range.
complished these totals in 80
' On January 19, the
career games. She also aver- . Stateswomen trouncedYork by
aged an amazing 6.2 steals per the score of82-38. "Everybody
game.
on the teRm scored. I gave
Williams also won the everyoneachancetoplay,"said
CUNYAC M.V.P in 1988-89 Weiner:
. and 89-90. In 1987-88 she was
Two days earlier, Baruch lost
the CUNYAC' Rookie of the at VaSsar~ 64-42. Williams
Year.
.
scored,24 points.. "It was a " ' "
In 1989-90, she finished hard Ioss; We were down by 30
.
. second in the Country mseor- andcutitto13atthebeginning Baruch center, Milte Reid cctehes a breuther w1#le waiting for the free throw attempt. '
ing with her 23.8 average.
ofthe second half, playingman
.
.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS

A dvertise in the only
student new-spaper of

cau

.

Willimas Scores
44 Points in Her
FinarGame
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EBA
HAS AN EASIER WAY·
.
TO HELP YOU EARN SOME EXTRA CASH IN 1991
,r

Edward Blank Associates, NY's largesttelemarketing agency offers:
An average hourly rate of $7 - $10
Guaranteed base salary
Plus attendance bonus
Plus production incentives
Plus contest prizes
Plus paid training
Flexible evening and weekend schedules

!.
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even sweeter to' win at City~'"
.
.said the Coach.
By Mickey Kramer
scored 11 points~ was a perfect . way with 18 points. Varellas
The Stateswomen have a 9-6
Early season inconsistencies'5-5~the field. Center Mike added 17 ~ while Brian Skriloff
(4-2)record,wbichleavesthem for the Baruch Statesmen Reid stole the ball with four and Reid combined for 25
in third place behind Hunter . continuedallthroughJanuary. - seconds left and following a points.·
and Staten Island.
Overall, the team's record is' time-out and a pass to half- . . 'January 16- B8l'l1Ch de. -ljOTES:- ' .
. 10-8(-5-3). ~eteamhas gonecoui'ti~ the-&ateSmerrlmctthe --feated-CCN¥---by-theseore4. The. team lost Irene -through tWo, four- game win- ball with three.seconds to play. 87-79. The S~tesmen trailed
Kakaletriainmid-Deeember-as, ning·streaksandlosingstreaks Reid hit a busser-bearing 46-41 a~ the. half, but won
she transferred to Cortland oftwo, four and two. A recap of "three'" for the victory, Rankis ' "comfortably," The Coach ex.State. ",She wasthebestrookie the January games:
called it, ·Asetplay.~ He adds, . plain~"With about nine min'out there. -Sh-e-wasa true point . January--28-Barocn IO-Ses"We wanted-tOiipthetempo a ·ute-s:·teftin~tne--gam-e; we
guard, who dideverythi ng well. 75-69~ainstStatenIsland.A Iittle, but they playedigood switched to..~ . z.C?r:!~_~d_~!t .
It was a big letdown," said the ten point half-time lead (43- defense."
over. Theyonlyhad one outside
Coach.
'.
33) slipped away late in: the
January 19- Baruch beats shooter and we matched up on .,
Vareados and Rozanne second half, KirkDavis scored York 83-78. This was what him."
_
-Chang both returned in -Janu- 23 points and Sandy Varellas. Rankis called, "A big win," as
Jan~ 14- Baruch won at
ary. "It was good to have both chipped in with 18. Freshman . both teams were tied for seeond ,NYU, 92-83, while comingfrom
back."
point guard, Jimmy Resvanis in the Conference at the time. nine down at the half.
dished out seven assists in'the With two minutes left, Baruch
Reid led the way with 22
,1QSingeffort. CoachRay~s led by ten. Twoseconds later points, on. 8-9 shooting.
missedthegameduetoafaniily
Varellas scored 17 and the
. illness. Rick Swillinger took
team handed out 20 assists.
over in his absence..
" ••• .
"That's our key statistic. As
. January 25- Baruch loses
our assists go, 80 goes our
113-99 versus Medgar Evers. .
team," said Rankis.
ewe could not dictate tempo.
"_
NOTES:
'ftley .play a very loose style
On January 4 and 5~ Baruch
.. and we were a little sloppy
played at -the R.I.T Tourna. early," Ranlds said. -Tl)e' A.
••
ment and lost twice. In the

~Statesmencutanearlyl8point
.~. deficit to nine at the half; but
,'as Bankis said. -rhey' were.
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firstro~d,tlieStatesmenl08t
to·ElmiraColl.~ 95-78. -our
mainproblem was ~hot selee-

•

t ·U5,'

-coecn Ray

1
~,

Call Mr. Burch at 2'12-741-8163, M-F, 9-5 for an interview atour
convenient West 23rd Street loc·ation
~

.

.' uneonseious from' 'three'."
- tion. We both made. 32 field
> Evers bit On eight often shots COS
.n ,.'
goals, but they took 48 shots to
. .. ~m~lq. range. - Eyenwith
our 77~~ said the Coach.
, ·that shooting, Baruch.eut the
. In the' conso_tioo' ~~
: . lead'to 74-72. -rhen w~'made
Rankis Baruch lost by-tbreef 72-69tQ
"BODle bonehead decisions and .
CCNY: With - eigh~ .~~tes'
.:.:. their17-4iuncostus,·~dthe
..
,left, Baruch' was do~ by 18~.
'>;. Coach.' ,
but they made a ~. and .
Varellas,pouredin36 f~rthe '.. theleadwastwo. RickY.Park~ ev~ntook th·e lead With· a'
. . StateSmen.
·a York Cardinal.bittwo, three- . minutel~ 69-68.· hotum:. '.~~22- . Baruch de- ;·pOinters 's&ndWiehed~d .,' ~eoft~~the·gBm~.
.' -featS Lehman 54-51., ·With42 , two foul~ots, all j~·tbeSpan , .. Varellas.8C?>-edaTourna~:.tiCbleftOlltheclock,~sVani8.oftwc{~.·'
..... '.'
,meilttecords,P8 wintajmdwas .
>, • tied . the . game' at 51 with,' a :- :Four Statesmen. finished·in _·~named.to th~ First-Team All-;
.:·~~Llp. zpirU¢;~~tJi8;~~:'~IN.~:~~
. . .:;:;'t,~ntt.~
,
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We made
some
b 0 ne. h'
'. easa.
d
VeCISIOnSan
. their 17-4 ~run"
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Some of yourfellow Baruch studentsyou want things to get better not
have been called up for active duty and '
worse? Doyoureally.care about your
are now either on the way or alrea-dy in
,-~future?~Thenmove to action, which of
the Gulf. I will not take rip precious
. the options (see box) or combinations
,space to argue whether or'not the" war is
of options fits' yourschedule.for acright of wrong, thatis.foryou the indi- ,
tion
'
,vidual{ being educated college students) to decide. I would like tosay on
,behalf of the members of student .government that we hope and pray for our
brother and sisters in the Gulf and may
God s eeci the-ir safe return home;
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FROM·THE··PRESIDENT'S
DESK·
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Welcome backtp Baruch my fellow
students. Welcome back to a $100 increase,
Rally against 'Iultion Increases.
~ tuition, welcomebacktoIess services and
Gov. Cuomo has Declared
less class: sections,
Welcome
back toa shrinkingjob market, .
War
..
a recession and a war. Welcome back to
. On Cuny
Baruch. ",
This, being said I would like to
This is not the typeof welcomeI had
This is a War'YouCan't,
make a final comment about an issue
.hoped to give youthis semester. I had
Afford to Lose
hoped to give you more upliftingnews. I
mentioned before.
wish I could say that everything will be
. • ••••••••••••••••••• '••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
alright, that' the recession and
war will
•
•
••
be over In a.fewdays and that we will get
••
The "New Education Order"
:"
. jobs which pay attractive salaries, as soon as :
we graduate. But I couldn't say this in
•
•
earnest nor would you believe me; unless, :
Tuition Increased Again
:
of course you were Ronald Reagan. There-:
Delandro c. Wilson
:
, ,~<?~, I have noother option t.l!@J().givethe ' :
_
'- '-',- ." , - -' _._-'~: ....
hardmnh.
:
Over the last few months there has been the dividends are gamed by the corporation :
:
. The City University budget has been cut : much discussion about a 'new world order', manufacturing weapons, expensive dru~s
• based on the machinations of the single
and so on. The percentile of people earning •
' ,by over $25 million by the State, with ~
: greatest power in the world, the United
millions of dollars in,income yearly has
:
Baruch suffering from a $4 million cut.
"This translates into the predicamentfacing .: States of America. There is a war raging in actually increased over the last few years
:
, us for registration: fewer class sections,
• themiddlI eeastwhichseeks tolay the
yet, wearehard pressedto meetourbudget-Q"
" crowded classes andreduced graduation"
• foundation for this grand .scheme, but more ary obligations, No money can be found to •
rates. These are the more' important of
: .fundamentally, it set the tone of an un-."
support academic improvement, butbillions :
several other issues facing us matters'such : equivocal message from the President of the are found to clean up the infelicities made
:
as: the Presidential Search Committee, the· ." United States: it is better to spend billions of by fraudulent and avaricious Savings and
•
construction of the ne_w campus and the
• ' dollars on war and economic benefit of the ' Loans executives.. Billions more are in- , •
firing of adjunct professors. However, I
:. few, than a few million for the educational jected into a war, into the lucrative markets , :
will stick to the issue which is troubling
: advancement of the
Thisis the new in Europe 'and so on, yet, we cannot meet
:
: order-a new education order.
our budgetary obligation. Is this chance or" ',:
most of us, graduation rates.
It is already known that it is-difficult to
•
Last semester tuitionwas an increased by choice?
,.
graduate from Baruch in 4 years. With less" : $100, an annual increase of $200, and there
Let your vision be focused on the direc:
class sections it will get even harder this
: will befurtherincreases next semester..
tion of these political 'gods' and how their' :
year and by .next year, with further budget : Governor Mario Cuomo is reported to have -actions are detrimental to you. This 'new
:.
cuts expected to be 3 or 4 times more
• said the tuition at both the state universities education order' provides recruits for death.' :.
severe, it will be virtually impossible.
: (SUNY) and city universities (CUNY) will The more students who are unable to- attend :
What can we do to try to save Baruch
: be increased by $200 to $500 college, the more recruits for the armed
:
from budget cuts and keep Baruch College : annually.(N.Y.T. 01-27-91) These increase services-the police-force of Mr. Bush's
:
#1 ( yes, Bernard M.Baruch College" is ,one : will force many students out of college and 'new world order'. Will your only salvation :
if not the best CUNY school). The answer, -. keep several from entering. But we see no be to become 'one of a few good men'.
•
is simple: lobby for your education rights,
: positive action from our President, or his "
In times of reduced educational opportuni- :'
speak out for the school.
: 'political hacks, because they' are insulated ties the armed services becomes an'avenue :
How, when and where do we lobby for the : from these tribulations; their children will
for advancement, unfortunately your next
•
so that we can graduate sometime in the
.' not suffer or be deprived of an education.
advance may be your last one. The catchy :
:", 'At both the state and national level,
advertising phrases take on a deathly insig- :
next decade( and avoid becoming
DecaSuperSeniors). The answer to these
: money is being channeled away from ,
nificance during a war; you may be 'one of :
questions has a direct relationship to your
: ' education into other areas which cannot
many dead men.' What is your choice?
•
• accrue to this nation the dividends gained
Are you going to accept this fate quietly or :
level of love and respect for yourself.
Do you want more class sections not less? : .from an educated and,informed populace.
are you angry enough to make your voice
:
Do you want more services not less? Do, , ": As repOrted in the, various.~siness journals, heard?
:
.
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